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Ink is Thicker Than Water
He’s the man she loves to hate Olivia Kane’s wedding day has just imploded
spectacularly. Shots lined up at the bar? Bring it. Hot stranger on the hook? Come
on down. What this party does not need is six feet and change of home-grown
Texas cockiness in the form of her brother’s best friend, the man who broke her
heart seven years ago. She’s the woman he has to have Flynn Cross won’t stand
by while Liv finds sensual solace in the arms of a stranger, not when his own hardfor-her body is more than up for the task. For one week, he’ll make her honeymoonfor-one a sizzling party for two. Breaking the rules, one steamy night at a time But
the taboo they’re breaking is only the beginningand Flynn’s part in Liv’s wedding
debacle could bring about their end. Each book in the Tall, Dark, and Texan series
is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order:
Book #1 Even The Score Book #2 Taking the Score Book #3 One Week to Score

Private Reserve
Boys are so much better in books. At least according to Merrilee Campbell, fifteen,
who thinks real-life chivalry is dead and there’d be nothing more romantic than
having a guy woo her like the heroes in classic stories. Then she, her best friend,
Eliza, and her younger sister, Rory, transfer to Reginald R. Hero Prep—where all the
boys look like they've stepped off the pages of a romance novel. Merri can hardly
walk across the quad without running into someone who reminds her of Romeo.
When the brooding and complicated Monroe Stratford scales Merri’s trellis in an
effort to make her his, she thinks she might be Juliet incarnate. But as she works
her way through her literature curriculum under the guidance of an enigmatic
teacher, Merri’s tale begins to unfold in ways she couldn’t have imagined. Merri
soon realizes that only she is in charge of her story. And it is a truth universally
acknowledged that first impressions can be deceiving . . .

The Season
This isn’t my Jack, who once looked at me like I was his world. The guy who’s
occupied the better part of my mind for eight months. This is Z, criminal hacker
with a twisted agenda and an arsenal full of anger. I’ve spent the past year trying
to get my life on track. New school. New friends. New attitude. But old flames die
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hard, and one look at Jack—the hacker who enlisted me into his life and his hacking
ring, stole my heart, and then left me—and every memory, every moment, every
feeling comes rushing back. But Jack’s not the only one who’s resurfaced in my life.
And if I can’t break through Z’s defenses and reach the old Jack, someone will get
hurtor worse.

Eyes Turned Skyward
When Olivia Shaw's mother dies, the sophisticated food editor is astonished to
learn she's inherited a centuries-old English estate--and a title to go with it. Raw
with grief and reeling from the knowledge that her reserved mother hid something
so momentous, Olivia leaves San Francisco and crosses the pond to unravel the
mystery of a lifetime. One glance at the breathtaking Rosemere Priory and Olivia
understands why the manor, magnificent even in disrepair, was the subject of her
mother's exquisite paintings. What she doesn't understand is why her mother
never mentioned it to her. As Olivia begins digging into her mother's past, she
discovers that the peeling wallpaper, debris-laden halls, and ceiling-high
Elizabethan windows covered in lush green vines hide unimaginable secrets.
Although personal problems and her life back home beckon, Olivia finds herself
falling for the charming English village and its residents. But before she can decide
what Rosemere's and her own future hold, Olivia must first untangle the secrets of
her past.

Pretty Little Lies
Despite everything she thought she knew, Winter fell in love, and she fell hard.
Living with the security of Cade’s unconditional devotion for the past two years has
been a welcome reprieve from the decades of loneliness that came before him. So
when he pops the question, she says yes. Of course she does. But two years isn’t
long in the grand scheme of things, and certainly not enough time to erase the
memories of the past. Sometimes, even the greatest love can’t silence fears. Our
Love Unhinged is the final novella in the Reluctant Hearts series, and is best
enjoyed after reading books 1-3 in the series.

Hushed
Rukh O'Shay, half-djinn and assassin, is used to taking out the bad guys.

Our Love Unhinged
Having lost her family and home during a zombie attack, Alice begins hearing
strange whispers and seeing mirrors that come to life while a malevolent force
urges her to commit acts of violence.

The Player Next Door
“Last Day on Mars is thrillingly ambitious and imaginative. Like a lovechild of
Gravity and The Martian, it's a rousing space opera for any age, meticulously
researched and relentlessly paced, that balances action, science, humor, and most
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importantly, two compelling main characters in Liam and Phoebe. A fantastic start
to an epic new series.” —Soman Chainani, New York Times bestselling author of
the School for Good and Evil series “Emerson's writing explodes off the page in this
irresistible space adventure, filled with startling plot twists, diabolical aliens, and
(my favorite!) courageous young heroes faced with an impossible task.” —Lisa
McMann, New York Times bestselling author of the Unwanteds series It is Earth
year 2213—but, of course, there is no Earth anymore. Not since it was burned to a
cinder by the sun, which has mysteriously begun the process of going supernova.
The human race has fled to Mars, but this was only a temporary solution while we
have prepared for a second trip: a one-hundred-fifty-year journey to a distant star,
our best guess at where we might find a new home. Liam Saunders-Chang is one of
the last humans left on Mars. The son of two scientists who have been racing
against time to create technology vital to humanity’s survival, Liam, along with his
friend Phoebe, will be on the last starliner to depart before Mars, like Earth before
it, is destroyed. Or so he thinks. Because before this day is over, Liam and Phoebe
will make a series of profound discoveries about the nature of time and space and
find out that the human race is just one of many in our universe locked in a
dangerous struggle for survival.

Bring Me Their Hearts
Life's too short to play it safe Since her sister's death, twenty-year-old Paisley
Donovan has been treated like delicate glass by her parents. She may share her
sister's heart condition, but nothing will stop her from completing her Bucket List,
even if it kills her. And it almost does, until Jagger Bateman pulls her from the
ocean and breathes more than air into her lungs—he sets her soul on fire. Jagger is
enrolled in the country's toughest flight school. He's wickedly hot, reckless, and
perfect for a girl looking to live life to the fullest. Except that Paisley is the
commanding general's daughter, and her boyfriend is Jagger's biggest rival. Now
Paisley must decide just how much to risk for a guy who makes her heart pound a
little too hard. They're flying through dangerous territory—and one wrong move
could make them crash and burn Series order: Flight & Glory Book 1: Full Measures
Flight & Glory Book 2: Eyes Turned Skyward Flight & Glory Book 3: Beyond What is
Given Flight & Glory Book 4: Hallowed Ground

When We Collided
Discover the New York Times bestselling series! An Amazon Best YA Book of 2020
Glitter magazine’s #1 Pick for Best YA of 2020 ***INCLUDES 3 BONUS SCENES
FROM THE HERO’S POV*** My whole world changed when I stepped inside the
academy. Nothing is right about this place or the other students in it. Here I am, a
mere mortal among godsor monsters. I still can’t decide which of these warring
factions I belong to, if I belong at all. I only know the one thing that unites them is
their hatred of me. Then there’s Jaxon Vega. A vampire with deadly secrets who
hasn’t felt anything for a hundred years. But there’s something about him that
calls to me, something broken in him that somehow fits with what’s broken in me.
Which could spell death for us all. Because Jaxon walled himself off for a reason.
And now someone wants to wake a sleeping monster, and I’m wondering if I was
brought here intentionally—as the bait. The Crave series is best enjoyed in order.
Reading Order: Book #1 Crave Book #2 Crush Book #3 Covet Book #4 Court
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Paper or Plastic
NBA star Mike Giamaria won’t risk his career by playing with love. Ever. But when
his cute, quirky, brainiac of a new neighbor falls off her death trap of a roof into his
arms, Mike knows he’s caught a heap of trouble Trouble sums up Tori's life.
Despite her academic success, no one believes she can take care of herself—not
her family, not her ex-boyfriend. She's determined to live her life on her own
terms, and if that includes a hot summer fling with the super-sexy athlete next
door, so much the better. With Tori around, Mike can’t keep his mind on basketball.
He wantsmore. And to his horror, not just more time on the court. But when he
puts the game ahead of the girl, he’ll have to hit the biggest shot of his life to win
her back.

Two Week Seduction
All her life, seventeen-year-old Chessie has had recurring dreams about a little
white farmhouse. Quaint? Not quite. The house is the site of the unsolved murders
of Villisca, Iowa, where eight people were slaughtered in 1912. With her parents on
the verge of divorce, Chessie is stuck spending the summer with her grandparents
in Villisca—right across the street from the axe murder house. She’s soon hearing
voices calling out for help and begins unraveling a link between herself and the
town’s bloody history. And when she falls for a cute boy harboring a big secret, the
pieces fall into place as she at last discovers the truth of Villisca's gruesome past

Olivia Decoded
Jamison Matthews has lusted after Ryder Montgomery since she was a preteen. But
now that Ryder and her brother's band, Shaken Dirty, has made it huge, she's just
one of many pining for the brooding lead singer. Too bad Ryder still sees her as a
little sister. Not that it matters. Her brother would never allow it, and the last thing
Jamison wants is to be another notch on a rock star's bed post. Even if it's Ryder's.
Ryder doesn't deserve happiness. After his fame destroyed his last girlfriend, he
swore he'd never fall in love again. So when Jamison, the girl he's been in danger
of loving for years, joins the band on the road, he'll do anything to deny the sparks
between them--even after one hot night together. But Jamison is determined to
show Ryder that he's worthy of love--her love--and that she's all grown up and
ready to play. She’s totally off-limits, but this rocker wants a taste Series order:
Shaken Dirty Book 1: Crash Into Me Shaken Dirty Book 2: Drive Me Crazy Shaken
Dirty Book 3: Fade Into You

The Best Friend Problem
AP Exams – check SAT test – check College Application – check Date the wrong guy
and ruin everything you’ve spent your whole life working for– check Super-achiever
Viviana Rabinovich-Lowe has never had room to be anything less than perfect. But
her quest for perfection is derailed when her boyfriend leaks secret pictures of her
to the entire school—pictures no one was ever meant to see. Making matters
worse, her parents might be getting divorced and now her perfect family is falling
apart. For the first time, Vivi feels like a complete and utter failure. Then she gets a
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job working at the community pool, where she meets a new circle of friends who
know nothing about her past. That includes Evan, a gorgeous and intriguing guy
who makes her want to do something she never thought she’d do again—trust. For
the first time in her life, Vivi realizes she can finally be whoever she wants. But who
is that? While she tries to figure it out, she learns something they never covered in
her AP courses: that it’s okay to be less than perfect, because it’s our
imperfections that make us who we are. E. Katherine Kottaras once again captures
what it means to be a teenager in The Best Possible Answer.

To Whatever End
The second book in the Hex series features feisty witch Jazz and her drop-dead
gorgeous vampire cop boyfriend in a new installment. On again, off again for over
300 years, Jazz and Nick are finally back together, but then Jazz thinks Nick has
bitten her. Separated again, upset and angry, the two of them start having violent,
recurring dreams in which each one figures in disturbing and menacing ways. They
can't sleep, they can't eat, and they finally figure out they'd better get together
and discover who's poisoning their dreams-and their relationship. Full of the
fantastic secondary characters that Linda Wisdom's fans know and love, including
Jazz's sister witches and a cast of delectable supernatural male characters, Hex
Appeal is fun and funny paranormal romance at its best. "Filled with loads of sass
and sensuality, plenty of laughs and a host of oddball characters who'll leave you
in stitches and asking for more." -Book Loons "With a rollicking cast of supporting
characters, biting wit and sensual scenes, 50 Ways to Hex Your Lover is 'a highpower keg of excitement!'" -Coffee Time Romance 4 Star Review-Romantic Times:
"Longtime series author Wisdom makes a wickedly fun jump into the supernatural
realm. Offbeat charactersoffer insight into this highly intriguing new heroine. The
balance of danger, adventure and the supernatural is excellent. With characters as
rich and challenging as these, let's hope we haven't seen the last of them."
"Wisdom, no stranger to romance fans, delivers a striking opening salvo in her new
paranormal series a zany, hot read." -Booklist

One Week to Score
Elisa Benitez is proud of who she is, from her bitingly sarcastic remarks, to her love
of both pretty boys and pretty girls. If someone doesn’t like her, that’s their
problem, and Elisa couldn’t care less. Particularly if that person is Darcy Fitzgerald,
a snobby, socially awkward heiress with an attitude problem and more money than
she knows what to do with. From the moment they meet, Elisa and Darcy are at
each other’s throats -- which is a bit unfortunate, since Darcy’s best friend is dating
Elisa’s sister. It quickly becomes clear that fate intends to throw the two of them
together, whether they like it or not. As hers and Darcy’s lives become more and
more entwined, Elisa’s once-dull world quickly spirals into chaos in this story of
pride, prejudice, and finding love with the people you least expect.

Crash Into Me
"One of the most interesting premises of any contemporary YA book this year.
Moreover, its parallels to the literary powerhouse Oliver Twist are brilliant. With
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Barnes’ near-flawless writing, excellent character development and a smart
storyline that readers will devour, this book deserves its RT Top Pick." -RT Book
Reviews Tossed from foster home to foster home, Olivia's seen a lot in her sixteen
years. She's hardened, sure, though mostly just wants to fly under the radar until
graduation. But her natural ability with computers catches the eye of Z, a
mysterious guy at her new school. Soon, Z has brought Liv into his team of hacker
elite?break into a few bank accounts, and voila, he drives a motorcycle. Follow his
lead, and Olivia might even be able to escape from her oppressive foster parents.
As Olivia and Z grow closer, though, so does the watchful eye of Bill Sykes, Z's
boss. And he's got bigger plans for Liv Thanks to Z, Olivia's about to get twisted.

The Summer I Became a Nerd
Ava Gabriela is visiting her extended family in Colombia for the holidays. She's
excited to take part in family traditions such as making bunuelos, but being around
all her loud relatives in an unfamiliar place makes Ava shy and quiet. How will Ava
find her voice before she misses out on all the New Year's fun?

The Princess and the Page
It's the life I was born to live: billionaire's daughters, living amongst the rich &
famous. But my mom kept me a secret from my dad. Until now. I am so out of my
league. Fancy parties, expensive cars, and a private school for the elite It sounds
like a dream. But everything is not as perfect as it seems on the outside. Here, the
secrets are dirty, and the lies comes easy. Welcome to my fab life.

Felíz New Year, Ava Gabriela!
Lady Alexandra Stafford shows no interest in the pleasures enjoyed by Regency
London society, preferring to seek adventure as she helps the devilishly handsome
Gavin investigate the murder of his father, the Earl of Blackmoor.

Bluescreen
He’s loved her. Killed for her. Yet he may not be able to save her. Eighteen-yearold Archer couldn’t protect his best friend, Vivian, from what happened when they
were kids. Since then, he’s never stopped trying to shelter her from everything
else. It doesn’t matter that Vivian only uses him when skipping from one toxic
relationship to another. Archer is always there, reeled in and tossed out, waiting to
be noticed. Then Evan Bishop breezes into town with a warm smile and calming
touch, and Archer can’t deny his attraction to him. Evan is the only person who
keeps him around without a single string attached. And the harder Archer falls for
Evan, the more he sees Vivian for the manipulative hot-mess she really is. But Viv
has her hooks in deep, and once she finds out Archer’s dark secret, she threatens
to expose the truth if she doesn’t get what she wants. And what she wants is for
him to end his relationship with Evanpermanently.

The Art of Inheriting Secrets
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Intriguing, romantic, and wholly original, Amy Spalding's sophomore novel is the
perfect blend of humor and heart. Find out why Trish Doller called it full of
"compassion, humor, love, and pitch-perfect authenticity." For Kellie Brooks, family
has always been a tough word to define. Combine her hippie mom and tattooist
stepdad, her adopted overachieving sister, her younger half brother, and her toughlove dad, and average Kellie's the one stuck in the middle, overlooked and
impermanent. When Kellie's sister finally meets her birth mother and her best
friend starts hanging with a cooler crowd, the feeling only grows stronger. But then
she reconnects with Oliver, the sweet college guy she had a near hookup with last
year. Oliver is intense and attractive, and she's sure he's totally out of her league.
It'll take a new role on the school newspaper and a new job at her mom's tattoo
shop for Kellie to realize that defining herself both outside and within her family is
what can finally allow her to feel permanent, just like a tattoo.

Olivia Twisted
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly, Alex Flinn, comes a new
contemporary novel about one girl’s journey to find her voice and let love in. “A
delicious bonbon of a love story.”—New York Times bestselling and award-winning
author Nancy Werlin Jacaranda Abbott has always tried to keep her mouth shut. As
a foster kid, she’s learned the hard way that the less she talks about her mother
and why she’s in jail, the better. But when a video of Jacaranda singing goes viral,
a mysterious benefactor offers her a life-changing opportunity—a scholarship to a
prestigious boarding school for performing arts. Eager to start over somewhere
new, Jacaranda leaps at the chance, and she pours her heart out in emails to the
benefactor she’s never met. Suddenly she’s swept up into a world of privilege
where the competition is fierce and the talent is next level. As Jacaranda—Jackie to
her new friends—tries to find her place, a charming boy from this world of wealth
catches her eye. She begins to fall for him, but can he accept her for who she
really is?

The Blood King
What if with every person you met, after just one touch, you have a vision of the
last time you’ll see each other? Ever. Normally, these visions are innocent—two
friends just drifting apart, a random stranger that brushed past you then never
crossed your path again. But not today. When I accidentally touch him, within only
moments of our first meeting, I’m bombarded by visions of his death. And from
what I can see, I’m the reason he dies. Now I just need to figure out why, and how
to stop this from happening. Because not only am I to blame, but his very last
words to me areI love you.

Daylighters
A Goodreads "YA Best Book of the Month" An Amazon "Best Book of the Month:
Science Fiction & Fantasy" Zera is a Heartless—the immortal, unaging soldier of a
witch. Bound to the witch Nightsinger, Zera longs for freedom from the woods they
hide in. With her heart in a jar under Nightsinger's control, she serves the witch
unquestioningly. Until Nightsinger asks Zera for a prince's heart in exchange for
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her own, with one addendum: if she's discovered infiltrating the court, Nightsinger
will destroy Zera's heart rather than see her tortured by the witch-hating nobles.
Crown Prince Lucien d'Malvane hates the royal court as much as it loves
him—every tutor too afraid to correct him and every girl jockeying for a place at
his darkly handsome side. No one can challenge him—until the arrival of Lady
Zera. She's inelegant, smart-mouthed, carefree, and out for his blood. The prince's
honor has him quickly aiming for her throat. So begins a game of cat and mouse
between a girl with nothing to lose and a boy who has it all. Winner takes the
loser's heart. Literally. The Bring Me Their Hearts series is best enjoyed in order.
Reading Order: Book #1 Bring Me Their Hearts Book #2 Find Me Their Bones Book
#3 Send Me Their Souls

Last Day on Mars
"A smart, charming teen romance." —Kirkus Reviews After book blogger Vivian
Galdi’s longtime crush pretends their secret summer kissing sessions never
happened, Vivian creates a list of safe crushes, determined to protect her heart.
But nerd-hot Dallas, the sweet new guy in town, sends the mission and Vivian’s
zing meter into chaos. While designing software for the bookstore where Vivian
works, Dallas wages a counter-mission. Operation Replacement Crush is in full
effect. And Dallas is determined to take her heart off the shelf.

Bookish Boyfriends
Ellen has one goal: vengeance. With little memory of her life before her
imprisonment by a maniacal werewolf, her world has been full of pain, humiliation,
and fear. But now that she's been rescued, her need for revenge is challenged by
the urge to be part of a pack and the unshakable connection to, Hollis, the man her
wolf claims as their mate. Hollis will do whatever it takes to protect his pack, and
that includes looking after Ellen, who doesn’t need or want his help. He’s
determined to keep her safe, even though she’s hell-bent on revenge, even if that
means sacrificing himself. And it might come to that when the big bad comes back
for the one woman he can’t live without. Books in the Blood Moon Brotherhood
series: Falling for the Billionaire Wolf and His Baby Rescued by the Wolf Protecting
the Wolf's Mate

The Djinn's Dilemma (Mills & Boon Nocturne Bites)
A little lie can change the course of everything. . . Like every other eighteen-yearold in love, Olivia has dreams of spending forever with the love of her life. Luke is
all she's ever wanted - until she overhears something she was never meant to. In a
matter of seconds, Olivia's heart is shattered. Olivia handles it the only way she
knows how - she runs- leaving behind her family, friends and the boy she loves.
Seeking comfort and an escape, Olivia finds it in resident bad boy Deacon. He's
everything Luke isn't - and that's fine with Olivia. Now, seven years later, Olivia is
older, wiser and headed back to Chicago looking forward to a fresh start and
reconnecting with her best friend Pyper. What she doesn't expect, is to come face
to face with the boy she left behind and discover that even though she may have
left, her feelings for him didn't. Can Olivia put aside the pain in her heart and trust
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Luke? Will the ties to her past ever let her go, or will she continue to let her life be
affected by pretty little lies?

Hex Appeal
Prudence Carlson has been lucky in life. A fulfilling wedding-planning business run
with her girlfriends in Colorado, plus the best guy friend ever in her firefighter
bestie Finn. All that’s missing from it is a baby. Luckily, it’s the twenty-first
century—Pru can take matters into her own hands. She doesn’t need to find true
love to create the future love of her life. Except all this talk of babies and
insemination andPru and Finn cross a line they never expected to. Sure, one night
of passion won’t change their close friendship. Until Pru goes in for a fertility checkup to find she’s already pregnant. As best friends, Pru and Finn have survived
college, new jobs, and bad breakups, but can they survive crib shopping, birth
classes, and late-night cravings? Especially when Finn has never considered
himself even remotely Daddy material?

The Best Possible Answer
Remember how many lies we told, Molly? It’s enough to make my head spin. You
were wild when I met you, and I was mad for you. But then something happened.
And now you’re gone. But don’t worry. I’ll find you. I just need to sift through the
story of us to get to where you might be. I’ve got places to look, and a list of
names. The police have a list of names, too. See now? There’s another lie. There is
only one person they’re really looking at, Molly. And that’s yours truly.

The Fab Life
“Bluescreen is a stunning deluge of imagination, filled with suspense and twists
and unforgettable characters. This book is just plain awesome.”—James Dashner,
bestselling author of The Maze Runner From Dan Wells, author of the New York
Times bestselling Partials Sequence, comes the first book in a new sci-fi-noir series.
Los Angeles in 2050 is a city of open doors, as long as you have the right
connections. That connection is a djinni—a smart device implanted right in a
person’s head. In a world where virtually everyone is online twenty-four hours a
day, this connection is like oxygen—and a world like that presents plenty of
opportunities for someone who knows how to manipulate it. Marisa Carneseca is
one of those people. She might spend her days in Mirador, but she lives on the
net—going to school, playing games, hanging out, or doing things of more
questionable legality with her friends Sahara and Anja. And it’s Anja who first gets
her hands on Bluescreen—a virtual drug that plugs right into a person’s djinni and
delivers a massive, nonchemical, completely safe high. But in this city, when
something sounds too good to be true, it usually is, and Mari and her friends soon
find themselves in the middle of a conspiracy that is much bigger than they ever
suspected.

The Best Friend Bargain
A dark secret lurks in Keira's family. She comes from a long line of Word Weavers
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who bring their stories to life when they use a magical pen. But Keira's mom is
unable to face the truth of the family's history because the Word Weavers have
been hunted for generations for their power. And so, she forbids Keira to write.
Oblivious to the family's secret ability, and angry at her mom's rule of no fictional
writing, Keira discovers her grandma's Word Weaver pen and uses it to write a
story for the Girls' World fairy tale contest, believing it will bring her good luck. But
when Keira decides to have her fairy tale reflect her family's imperfect life, and has
the princess in her story vanquished to a dark tower for eternity, she starts to
wonder if anyone ever truly lives happily ever after.

Through the Zombie Glass
Olivia Lincoln has a plan guaranteed to get her life back on track. A plan that
involves her best friend, Danny. And he’s on board, toountil she blurts out that
they’re engaged and expecting a baby, and the news spreads like wildfire. The
problem? Danny doesn’t do marriage. Or family. And everyone knows it, including
Olivia. As irritated as he might be, protecting Olivia is what Danny does. But put
best friends under one roof, add house rules begging to be broken, accidental
nakedness, and pancakes in bed, and what started as a marriage between friends
threatens to turn into the real dealwhich would ruin everything. Each book in the
Kissed in the Sand series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out
of order. Series Order: Book #1 Keeping Mr. Right Now Book #2 Blame it on the
Kiss Book #3 The Best Friend Bargain

Love, Jacaranda
“A Cathryn Fox book is a must read great escape.” - Sylvia Day #1 New York Times
bestselling author. Olivia was the best thing that ever happened to me. But she’s a
good girl, and I have a side that is far too dark for a minister’s daughter. When she
started talking about plans after graduation, the only thing I could do was run back
to Italy—to protect her from me. But she’s back in my life, and I need a wife before
I can take full ownership of our failing vineyard and hotel. Only problem is, I want
her again. No way can I put my hands on her. One kiss, one taste, could unleash
the side of me that would only scare her. If she discovers my dark side, I don’t
know if she’ll flee back to the states, or surrender to me. What she doesn’t know is
she already owns me, and if she leaves, I’ll never be the same. Each book in the
Dossier series is STANDALONE: * Private Reserve * House Rules * Under Pressure *
Big Catch * Brazilian Fantasy * Improper Proposal

The Replacement Crush
On the outside, seventeen-year-old Madelyne Summers looks like your typical
blond cheerleader—perky, popular, and dating the star quarterback. But inside,
Maddie spends more time agonizing over what will happen in the next issue of her
favorite comic book than planning pep rallies with her squad. That she's a nerd
hiding in a popular girl's body isn't just unknown, it's anti-known. And she needs to
keep it that way.Summer is the only time Maddie lets her real self out to play, but
when she slips up and the adorkable guy behind the local comic shop's counter
uncovers her secret, she's busted. Before she can shake a pom-pom, Maddie's
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whisked into Logan's world of comic conventions, live-action role-playing, and firstperson-shooter video games. And she loves it. But the more she denies who she
really is, the deeper her lies becomeand the more she risks losing Logan forever.

Crave
She’s going to break all of his rules Tech Sergeant John O’Donnell was never fond
of his hometown. Too many reminders of poverty, his rocky family life, and the girl
he was never allowed to have. Now he has exactly two weeks to sort out his
mother’s finances before he heads back overseas. Two weeks that he’s determined
to spend as far from his best friend’s little sister as possible. Alea Heling has a
naughty streak a mile wide. Sweet and simple? Boring. She’s been craving a bad
boy like John since their wild days together in high school, and this time, she’s not
taking no for an answer. But with every panty-meltingly hot encounter, Alea
forgets one hard, cold reality—this soldier won’t let a fortnight turn into foreverand
forever might be exactly what they both need.

8 Souls
Ruthless dragon king Ladon Ormarr must keep his throne—and his people—safe
from the cruel High King at all costs. With war on the horizon, he’ll need a miracle
to protect his clan. Luckily, the fates have dropped the irresistible Skylar Amon
right into his lap. Or so he thought. Because the last thing this phoenix wants is
him. A phoenix mate is the ticket to securing his throne, but this fiery Amon sister
detests Ladon, doesn’t stick to protocols, and regularly offends his warriors and
advisers. Skylar also has no intention of sticking around, nor does she believe in
the whole destined-mates thing. But if it means taking out the High King who
murdered her parents, she'll put up with the too-sexy-for-her-sanity
Ladontemporarily. Their mating bond may make them want to tear off their
clothes, but outside the bedroomwell, Ladon is positive the fates hate him. Just as
he starts to win over the mercurial phoenix, everything goes to hell when the High
King makes his final move. And Ladon will burn down the world to keep the mate
he is unwilling to live without. Each book in the Inferno Rising series is
STANDALONE: * The Rogue King * The Blood King

Protecting the Wolf's Mate
"It is a book I wish could have written, but am so much better for having read."
--Julie Murphy, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dumplin' A thoughtprovoking, emotionally-compelling romance featuring a girl, a boy, and the love
that has the power to save or destroy them. Seventeen year-old Jonah Daniels has
lived in Verona Cove, California, his whole life, and only one thing has ever
changed: his father used to be alive, and now he is not. With a mother lost in a
deep bout of depression, Jonah and his five siblings struggle to keep up their home
and the restaurant their dad left behind. But at the start of summer, a second
change rolls in: Vivi Alexander, the new girl in town. Vivi is in love with life.
Charming and unfiltered, she refuses to be held down by the medicine she's told
should make her feel better. After meeting Jonah, she slides into the Daniels'
household seamlessly, winning over each sibling with her imagination and
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gameness. But it's not long before Vivi's zest for life begins to falter. Soon her
adventurousness becomes all-out danger-seeking. Through each high and low, Vivi
and Jonah's love is put to the test . . . but what happens when love simply isn't
enough?

Most Ardently
While Morganville, Texas, is often a troubled town, Claire Danvers and her friends
are looking forward to coming home. But the Morganville they return to isn’t the
one they know; it’s become a different place—a deadly one… Something drastic
has happened in Morganville while Claire and her friends were away. The town
looks cleaner and happier than they’ve ever seen it before, but when their
incoming group is arrested and separated—vampires from humans—they realize
that the changes definitely aren’t for the better. It seems that an organization
called the Daylight Foundation has offered the population of Morganville something
they’ve never had: hope of a vampire-free future. And while it sounds like
salvation—even for the vampires themselves—the truth is far more sinister and
deadly. Now, Claire, Shane and Eve need to find a way to break their friends out of
Daylighter custody, before the vampires of Morganville meet their untimely end…
Includes a teaser from Prince of Shadows: A Novel of Romeo and Juliet!

We Told Six Lies
Welcome to SmartMart, where crime pays minimum wage Busted. Alexis Dubois
just got caught shoplifting a cheap tube of lipstick at the local SmartMart. She
doesn't know what's worse—disappointing her overbearing beauty-pageantobsessed mother for the zillionth timeor her punishment. Because Lex is forced to
spend her summer working at the store, where the only things stranger than the
staff are the customers. Now Lex is stuck in the bizarro world of big-box retail.
Coupon cutters, jerk customers, and learning exactly what a "Code B" really is
(ew). And for added awkwardness, her new supervisor is the totally cute—and
adorably geeky—Noah Grayson. Trying to balance her out-of-control mother, her
pitching position on the softball team, and her secret crush on the school geek
makes for one crazy summer. But ultimately, could the worst job in the world be
the best thing that ever happened to her?
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